
Public contract offer 

 

1. General provisions  

1.1. This contract - the offer regulates the relationship between FE "Kruglov Vyacheslav Andreevich" and 

user- network Internet , wishing to take part in the swim ( hereinafter - Participant ), which together are 

referred to as the Parties . The text of this contract is a public offer ( in accordance with article 435 and 

part 2 Article 437 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation ). 

1.2. The subject of the contract - offer a service for the electronic registration of the Participant , on 

triathlons indoors the NDR Triathlon held in St. Petersburg 12/07/2019 and 21/03/2020  ( hereinafter - 

the NDR Triathlon ).  

1.3. All issues , related directly to the organization and conduct of the NDR Triathlon regulated in the 

Regulations of the swim ,  posted on the website https://spb-sbr.ru 

1.4. Making a Participant of action of registration on the NDR Triathlon and payment of the registration 

fee shows on the full and unconditional acceptance ( acceptance ) Participant swim conditions like the 

present Treaty - offer , so and the provisions of the start of the NDR Triathlon and is equivalent to the 

conclusion of a written agreement ( paragraph 3. Article 434. CC RF ). 

1.5. Acceptance of funds for registration at NDR Triathlon is carried out by FE “KRUGLOV VYACHESLAV 

ANDREEVICH” ( Registrar ) 

 

2. Settlement procedure 

2 .1. For participation in the NDR Triathlon, a registration fee will be charged from the Start Participant . 

2.2. In addition to the registration fee , Participant has the right to pay additional services or products of 

the number of offered the Organizer , as the same time with the payment of the registration fee , so and 

on separately . 

2.3. Member of the NDR Triathlon makes payment of the registration fee and additional services with 

the use of bank card payment systems via Visa , MasterCard or WORLD ; 

2.4. The registration fee for NDR Triathlon and the cost of additional services are determined by the 

Organizer and are indicated on the website https://spb-sbr.ru payment is not subject to VAT in 

connection with the use of the organizer of a simplified form of taxation . The Participant's bank may 

charge an additional commission for the transfer of funds - this commission is not included in the entry 

fee and is paid additionally.  

2.5. The cost of the registration fee and any additional services are valid at the time of payment.  

 

3.  Cancellation of participation and the return of funds  

3.1. Registration fee refund is not to be. 

3.2. When, if the participant decided to refuse from participation in the NDR Triathlon, the cost of 

additional services, purchased by the participant in addition to a registration fee may be partially 

refunded by the following rules : 



3.2.1 What ever returns means possible for a written treatment of the Participant, entered not later, 

than for two weeks prior to the event. 

3.2. Money, paid for the T-shirt does not return , the participant is provided ordered them t-shirt .  

3.2. 3 When canceling participation less than for the two weeks prior to the NDR Triathlon , no refunds 

are not made , the participant are provided the opportunity to receive all ordered their services and 

products at the time of the launch , on a par with the rest of the participants . 

 

4. Changes in registration , transfer slot  

4.1. Changing the data of the Participant, cast them at the registration on the NDR Triathlon , change 

selected from privateers distance or the transmission slot to another person may be on the following 

conductive rules :     

- making changes to the data of the Participant , submitted by them when registering on the NDR 

Triathlon , change the selected Participant distance and the transmission slot is made not later than for 

two weeks prior to the event ;         

- for making these changes, the fee is not charged :   

- the person to whom the slot is transferred must be registered in the usual manner in accordance with 

the requirements of the Regulation.   

4 .2. Transfer of additional services, acquired together with the slot is carried out through a written 

application to the post the info@alexoutdoor.com . Not all services may be transferred. Details refer to 

the instructions in the personal cabinet . By default , transferring the slot to another is carried out “ as is 

”, that is , if a package of additional services was purchased, the Slot is transferred along with the 

additionally purchased service package .  

4.3. Cancel additional purchased services with retaining slots ( when registered participant intends to 

participate , but wants to give up on additional purchased services ) produced by the same rules , listed 

in section 3.   

 

5. Reimbursement of the cost of the non - returned electronic chip  

5.1 In order to electronically record the result of the Swim, the Participant, together with the starter 

pack, receives from the Organizer a reusable electronic chip for measuring time for temporary use . 

Immediately after the end of the race, the participant must return the electronic chip to the Organizer.  

5.2 In the case of non-repayment of participants m Organizer electronic chip in for 7 days after the end 

of the swim, the Organizer has the right to write off the cost of an electronic chip with a bank card party 

, used by the Participant at registration to Swim , in the non-acceptance ( unilateral ) procedure . The 

cost of the electronic chip is 5000 ( Five thousand ) rubles . 

 

6. Personal data of the Swimming Participant and the informed consent of the Swimming 

Participant to their processing                   

6.1. Making a Participant of action on the payment value of the registration fee automatically means full 

and unconditional acceptance ( acceptance ) Participant swim conditions of a public contract - offer , in 

fact including the consent to the processing of their personal data the Organizer .      



 

6.2. When filling out the registration of web - form in the event Participant gives the Organizer the 

following information , which is the personal data of the Participant : last name , first name , middle 

name , gender , date of birth , contact information ( phone , e- mail , city ), company , club , phone a 

relative , to whom you can apply in the case of the unfortunate event a Participant .  

6.3. Under the processing of personal data refers to : the collection , systematization , accumulation , 

update , update , change , use , dissemination , transmission , in fact including cross border naya , 

depersonalization , blocking , destruction , storage , and any other actions ( operations ) with personal 

data . Processing of personal data Participant swim can be carried out with the help of means of 

automation and / or without the use of means of automation in accordance with the current legislation 

of the Russian Federation . 

6.4. Processing of personal data Participant the NDR Triathlon made solely in order to fulfillment of 

conditions of the public contract - the offer and the provisions of the start , in fact including for the 

registration of the Participant the NDR Triathlon at the event , the formation of the starting and finishing 

protocols , direction Participant launch e- mail messages and SMS - notifications , containing information 

about the Event , and any other information , regarding the Participant start and associated hydrochloric 

with events . 

6.5. The Registrar and the Organizer take the necessary legal , organizational and technical measures or 

ensure their adoption to protect personal data from unlawful or accidental access to it , destruction , 

alteration , blocking , copying , provision , distribution of personal data , as well as from other illegal 

actions in relation to personal data , but also takes on itself the obligation to preserve confidentiality of 

personal data of players the NDR Triathlon . The Registrar has the right to bring to the processing of 

personal data of players the NDR Triathlon subcontractors and affiliated entities ( the list of persons 

stored in the representatives of the Registrar and may be granted participant on the first request ), 

providing with this decision such subcontractors and affiliated persons of relevant obligations in the part 

of the confidentiality of personal data . 

6.6. The date of issuing consent to the processing of personal data of the NDR Triathlon Member is the 

completion by the NDR Triathlon Member of actions to pay the registration fee . Consent operates in 

current 20 ( twenty ) years from the time of transmission of personal data .   

6.7. Consent to the processing of personal data may be withdrawn by the Participant the start and on 

the basis of written for the phenomenon in any form, addressed to the Organizer and aimed it at the 

address : the info@alexoutdoor.com . 

7.  The circumstances of irresistible force  

7 .1. Parties are exempt from liability for complete or partial failure to fulfill their obligations on this 

contract , if such failure was the result of circumstances of irresistible force .   

7.2. By the circumstances of irresistible force , in particular , include : natural disasters , adverse weather 

conditions , military action , nationwide second crisis , a strike in the sector or region , actions and 

decisions of state bodies of power , failure , resulting in the telecommunications and energy networks , 

the action of malicious programs , as well as the unscrupulous actions of third parties , as expressed in 

the actions , aimed at unauthorized access and / or removal of the system software and / or hardware 

of the complex ( with Stem payment and others .) each of the Parties .  

 

8. Amendment of the contract  



8.1. This agreement shall enter into force from the date of payment of the registration fee Participant of 

the NDR Triathlon 

8.2. The Organizer has the right to change the terms of this agreement without prior notice to the NDR 

Triathlon Participants .  

8.3. The contract begins its action from the moment of publication on the site  https://spb-sbr.ru 

8.4. Changes in contract backward force not have .  

 

9. Resolution of disputes  

9.1. All disputes and disagreements , arising during the performance by the Parties of obligations of this 

Agreement , are solved by negotiations , in the complaint procedure . In case it is impossible to 

eliminate them , the Parties have the right to apply for judicial protection of their interests in the court 

of the place of location of the Organizer .  

9.2. Applicable law is the law of the Russian Federation .  

 

 10. Details of the Registrar and Launch Organizer                   

Name:Individual entrepreneur Kruglov Vyacheslav Andreevich 

INN:784801020239 

Estimated:No. 40802810503500020290 

Name of the bank:POINT OF PJSC BANK OTKRITIE FC 

BIC:044525999 

City:Moscow 

Corr. score:30101810845250000999 

Phone: + 7-981-856-02-12 

Mail:  info@alexoutdoor.com 

Web - site : https://spb-sbr.ru 

 


